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EXHIBITOR: WESTSTAR AVIATION SERVICE STAND: 13580 HALL: 13

AVIATOR BUZZES WITH SHOW DEBUT
THAT WILL TAKE IT TO NEW HEIGHTS

W

eststar Aviation
Services has landed
at ADIPEC for the
first time as an exhibitor and
is showcasing its worldclass AW139 helicopter flight
simulation for visitors to
experience the manoeuvrability
of a modern helicopter during
flight.
Chief Business Development
Officer, Datuk Anuar Noordin, says:
“We are extremely thrilled we can
partake in a remarkable event like
this…a great platform to showcase
our services and capabilities to a
wider audience in the Middle East.
“Our growth pace has been
nothing short of remarkable - we
keep reaching new milestones in all
aspects of our business.
“We are extensively expanding

It has plans to grow and expand
its operations to other strategic
locations around the world.
“Weststar Aviation Services has
been in the helicopter industry
since 2003 and we have grown
to become one of the global key
players in the offshore helicopter
industry,” continues Noordin.
“We operate 35 AW139, AW169,
and AW189 helicopters out of our
bases in South East Asia, Africa,
and the Middle East performing a
wide range of services.
“With a large and modern fleet of
world-class helicopters and a stable
of blue-chip oil and gas companies
as customers, we have plans to
further expand our operations
in the UK, the North Sea, Italy,
Kazakhstan, Timor Leste, Guyana,
Suriname, Ghana, Cameroon,

and we have earmarked the
Middle East as one of the prime
destinations for our expansion.”
Established and headquartered in
Malaysia, Weststar says it is well
positioned for the future, with a
growing state-of-the-art fleet of
modern helicopters, a strong team
of professionals well-equipped with
technical expertise, and a stellar
safety record backed by cuttingedge technology.

Angola, Congo, and Mozambique.”
Viewing the global energy market
in 2022, going into 2023, Noordin
notes how the Russia/Ukraine
situation has significantly disrupted
the trade and production of energy
commodities.
“Those disruptions have
exacerbated existing strains in
energy markets and the current
energy shock will have significant
consequences on global growth,”
he says.
“This could result in the delayed
transition to a low-carbon
economy. Our industry is
recognised as a sector where
emissions are hard to abate…no
single solution or player can deliver
the decarbonisation for the industry
that is needed. We are studying
the probability of proactively
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YOUR GATEWAY TO ASIA'S MOST IMPORTANT ENERGY TRANSITION OPPORTUNITIES
Future Energy Asia, the leading energy transition exhibition and summit in Asia, will advance innovation
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reducing our emissions through
energy transition and the usage of
Sustainable Aviation Fuel.
“As we aim to become a net-zero
emissions business by 2050…
we also make it our mission to
develop our portfolio of products
and services to help fulfill our
clients’ requirements in a way that
will enable them to achieve their
decarbonisation ambitions.”
Expanding in this, Noordin says
there is a need for oil and gas
industry players to invest in
emerging technologies to reduce
risks, increase productivity and
reduce costs.
Some of these include robotics,
IoT, drones, data analytics, artificial
intelligence, and other hardware
and software tools.
“Digital technologies such as
big data analytics, AI, and
cloud-enabled mobility allow
companies to make faster and
better decisions, reduce costs and
increase productivity and revenue,”
says Noordin. “We are here to learn
about the new technologies and
the latest offerings that could be
useful to our business.”
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EXHIBITOR: AISUS STAND: 8450 HALL: 8

LESS RISK, LOCAL ISSUES

P

ioneering inspection
expert AISUS prides
itself on having a global
footprint with local knowledge.
The company is trusted across
the globe to create innovative
inspection technologies and
services which reduce risk in
challenging environments, offshore
and onshore.
And with a proven track record in
Azerbaijan and Qatar, AISUS is now
looking to create formal in-country
partnerships to further service
existing and newl GCC clients.
“Combining local knowledge
and expertise with the track
record and capabilities of AISUS
will elevate its existing regional
service to the next level in terms of
flexibility, turnaround and provision
of local personnel,” says company
spokesman Barry Marshall.
“AISUS’ highly specialised team
and company-owned suite of

technology ensure quick and
efficient deployment of internal
and external cleaning and
inspection services, all designed
to solve integrity challenges
across topside, substructure and
subsea infrastructure, mitigating
hazards of Dropped Object Risk.”
Aisus says a track record of highly
transferable inspection skills
extends across the production
lifecycle, into late life and
decommissioning, and all forms of
offshore renewable energy, with its
tech and specialist services.
These are deployed on caissons,
J-tube, flexible and drilling risers,
conductors, topside pipework,
jacket legs, cables and monopiles.
AISUS also says it is supporting the
energy transition and managing risk.
“Nowhere is the transferable
nature of AISUS’ technology more
apparent than with the recent
announcement of a joint venture

with digital radiography experts,
DXE,” continues Marshall.
“As exclusive providers of DXE’s
unique Rapid-X technology,
AISUS’ renowned experience in
subsea non-destructive testing
combines with DXE’s digital
radiography expertise to provide
the industry’s only inspection
process suitable for Thermoplastic
Composite Piping. The uniquely
high-speed X-ray acquisition
system has been designed for
the inspection of spooled and
continuous lengths of complex
offshore and onshore components
across the energy mix.”
AISUS says efficient, accurate
inspection tracks liability of an
asset’s integrity, post-manufacture,
including composite piping
systems, electrical cables and
flexibles.
The company also pledges to
“inspect the un-inspectable”.
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